A Magazine as unique as the Wildlife it presents.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife Australia Magazine is a superb, high quality publication packed full of the wonder and excitement of Australia's unique natural environment.

No other magazine shares with you such brilliant colour photography and inspiring articles on subjects so diverse as Rainforest fruits, the eating habits of the Koala, Environmental Law, Whales, and Queensland’s Channel Country.

Wildlife Australia is published quarterly by The Wildlife Preservation Society (Qld), one of Australia’s leading non-profit conservation organisations.

Act now to reserve your subscription to Wildlife Australia. It may be the best thing you’ve done for yourself this year!

Complete this coupon and mail with your payment to:

Wildlife Australia Magazine, Level 4, 160 Edward Street, Queensland 4000 Australia.

Firstly, as you see, I’m not an “ex-reader” - I merely said I would not renew my sub.

Secondly, your quote permits the assumption that I condemned ALR as a whole in terms that only a vociferous rightwinger may use, presenting an absolutely one-sided estimation. In fact, my letter was a condemnation of what I saw as trendy, academic, nonsensical rubbish that swamped the few serious articles and debates of issues facing the Left. It was this side of ALR that provoked my condemnation.

In justice, I concede that since penning my letter ALR has improved substantially, exhibiting a quality more desirable in an ALR.

I make no claim that my criticism sparked this desirable change, but take the opportunity of hoping that more pruning of the apolitical padding will strengthen ALR’s appeal and purpose as a serious Left magazine.

Vic Bird, Forster, NSW.

AUSTRALIAN ACADEMY OF THE HUMANITIES

Recent Publications

The Relevance of the Humanities: a timely and important collection of essays written with a keen awareness that the humanities are seriously under threat in Australia in the 1990s. The topics discussed include: the value of the humanities as subjects of study and research, and their relevance to social and individual needs. Size: 15cm x 21cm, 100 pages. Price $9.50 posted.

*Studies from Terra Australis to Australia: covers a vast sweep of history and prehistory, from the geomorphology of this island-continent, to the diverse experience of those who have sailed and lived under its Southern Cross. By far the majority of the volume is concerned with European exploration and settlement. Quite properly it not only devotes space to the coming of the Aboriginals and to Aboriginal societies, but to European contact with indigenous people and their culture. Size: 25cm x 17.5cm, 300 pages. Price $24.96 posted.

*European Voyaging Towards Australia: BegInning about five hundred years ago, Europeans began to learn how to sail the world-ocean. This volume covers many aspects of European voyaging to the southern seas. These include the different motives that prompted such voyaging - whether gain, scientific curiosity, or imperial rivalry; the hardships endured by the sailors and attempts to improve the health of crews; and the attitudes to the indigenous inhabitants displayed by the Dutch, Spanish, English and French. Size: 25cm x 17.5cm, 180 pages. Price $17.95 posted.*

*Studies & Voyaging are available as a set for $32.00 posted.*

To place orders contact the Academy Office, GPO Box 93, Canberra ACT 2601, or to place phone orders ring (06) 249-7744. Credit Cards Accepted.